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SET UP

Each player will take a Bro card and an additional Life card (Kill-o-
meter) to manage health. All four bros will always fight together, so 
if there are fewer than four players, some players will control more 
than one bro. Life tokens should be requisitioned from other games 
to mark current health of bros and monsters.

Bro Cards

You can also download themed counters from WWW.famous-
cardgames.com and print them yourself. If you don’t have any 
tokens, use pennies. If you don’t have pennies, get a job.

CARD LIST     110 TOTAL

MONSTER TROOPS
24 CARDS

SPECIAL MONSTERS
11 CARDS

UPGRADES
9 CARDS

GRUNTS
36 CARDS

RULES
4 CARDS

BRO AND KILL-O-METER
4 CARDS EACH

MISHAPS
18 CARDS
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The Battle Deck

The Grunt Deck

The Battle deck is made up of twenty-four aliens/monsters (five lvl. 1, twelve lvl. 2, seven 
lvl. 3); nine upgrades (one armor, two 2-point guns, two 3-point guns, two 2-point health, 
two 3-point health); two special monsters; and six mishaps. The six mishaps are randomly 
taken from a deck of eighteen. The two special monsters are taken from a deck of eleven. 
After the Battle deck is shuffled without the special monsters, one special monster is placed 
on the bottom of the deck. The other special monster is placed roughly in the middle of the 
deck. Unused mishaps and special monsters are placed back in the box.

Shuffle all 36 Grunt cards into a deck. Grunts add support fire or danger to the players.

Fight! The Game Begins
Determine the first player (start with the oldest). Players take their turns in a clockwise 
fashion. The first player draws 4 cards from the Battle deck (each player thereafter will 
draw one card at the beginning of his turn). A player can do one action. Then, the player 
must draw a Grunt card and resolve its effect. Finally, the player determines if he is dam-
aged by the monsters in the Battle Zone. 
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The Battle Zone

The Battle Zone is the middle of the table where all the drawn cards from the Battle deck 
are placed. The cards will stay there until removed. This group of cards can get big and 
deadly as more monsters are placed there. The players do not win until all monsters are 
removed from the Battle Zone. Also, upgrades and mishaps will be drawn. Upgrade cards 
are kept in the Battle Zone until purchased. Mishaps are placed next to the player’s bro 
card and immediately affect him.

Turn Sequence

1. Player draws a Battle card and puts it in the Battle Zone. If drawn, a mishap is added to     
    his bro. No further cards are drawn.

2. Player does one action.

3. Grunt support.

4. Determine monster strength and damage.

Players take turns clockwise. When all players (bros) have activated, the round is over. 
Start again with the first player until everyone is dead or all the monsters in the Battle deck 
have been vanquished.

Knowing is two-thirds the battle!
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Bro Actions

You can only do one action per turn!

Attack: A player can attack one monster for one or more points of damage. Extra 
damage points are wasted (you cannot split fire). It is okay to partially damage a monster. 
Use tokens to keep track of damage. Each bro starts the game with a gun that deals one 
point of damage. This gun can be upgraded to a 2-point or 3-point gun. You can only use 
one gun per action. No adding values! When you finish off a monster, you collect the card 
as a monster kill to be spent later on upgrades. Each monster has a point value. This point 
value is how much damage you need to kill it and how much points it is worth in upgrades. 
Monster kills are not shared and are taken as kills (place next to your bro card) when they 
gain enough damage to be finished off.

Knock Sense: A bro can knock sense to a fellow player who is suffering a mishap, 
to cancel the effects of the card. Some mishaps are worth two points. A 2-point gun will 
do the trick. If a 1-point gun is used, then the mishap stays until another player knocks 
some more sense to that player. You cannot knock sense to yourself! Dead bros can’t knock 
sense, but they can draw Grunt cards that turn.

Purchase an Upgrade: A player can use killed monsters to purchase one up-
grade. If a player buys a gun, he places the cost in monsters from his kill pile back into the 
Battle Zone. Any combination of monsters can be spent, but excess still count toward the 
monster strength in the Battle Zone. If monsters are spent to purchase health packs, the 
monsters are not placed in the Battle Zone, but are discarded. Excess monster kill points 
are wasted. Health can be used immediately to adjust the player’s life. The cost of upgrades 
is equal to the numerical benefit. For example: a 2-point gun costs two, a 3-point health 
pack costs three, armor 1 costs one, etc.

Scout: Take the top 4 Battle deck or Grunt cards, look at them, reorder, and place back on 
the deck. You can reveal the cards to other players.

Delay: Place a monster (not a special) to the bottom of the 
Battle deck, usually a heavy trooper.

Stun: Rotate a monster to its side, specials allowed. This mon-
ster does not count toward monster strength. Reset at the end of 
the player’s turn.
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Grunt Support

Determine Monster Strength and Damage

After a player has finished his one action, he will draw a Grunt card. Grunt cards either 
cause additional damage to monsters or cause damage to the player by friendly fire. When 
the Grunt Reinforcements card is drawn, reshuffle the deck. Armor does not protect 
against friendly fire! Some grunts are special and either cancel any one player’s mishap or 
stop the ability of a special monster. These cards are played immediately and are wasted if 
not needed.

Add up all the points of monster cards in the Battle Zone. This is the monster strength. For 
every four points of monster strength the player takes one point of damage. For example: 
12 points of monster strength causes 3 points of damage. 10 points of strength causes 2 
points of damage. Excess monster strength is ignored. Wounds on monsters do not lower 
the monster strength.

Heal: Heal any one bro for one point and give your kills to any bro for any amount.

Kill Heal: Place monster kills back into the Battle Zone. For each point added, heal that 
amount. You cannot heal allies with kill heal.

Sacrifice: Take 1–5 damage to heal one ally or damage a monster for the same amount. 
If the bro dies that turn, the effect is negated.

Use a Health Pack: If you bought a health pack earlier and have not used it yet.

Bro Actions (Cont.)

For more challenge, play the first and second wave with 
three special monsters. Place the specials a third down, 
two-thirds down, and at the bottom of the deck.

VETERAN OPTION
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Special monsters are noted with a snow-
flake and are generally 5 in strength. 
These monsters have a special ability 
that hinders players. A Divert Grunt 
card will negate this special ability. Only 
two random special monsters are added 
to the battle deck, one on the bottom 
and one inserted roughly in the middle 
of the deck.

When your health marker is reduced to 
‘dead’ your bro has been snuffed out. Flip 
your Bro card over. The game is not over for 
this bro though! His bhrost guides his living 
bros with bro wisdom and spiritual support. 
The player will still pull a Battle card at the 
beginning of his future turns (mishaps are 
given to living bros), skip his action, draw 
two Grunt cards, and pick the better one to 
play.

Special Monsters

Dead Bros

When terrible mishaps (mishaps) are drawn 
from the Battle deck they are immediately placed 
next to the Bro card and either cancel the player’s 
action or cause him to do a negative action each 
turn until he is knocked to his senses by another 
player. A Grunt Sacrifice card can also discard a 
mishap. On the first turn, if the first player draws a mishap, he keeps it and plays its effect. 
If the first player draws multiple mishaps on his turn, he will take the first one and give 
each extra mishap to players to his left, to be played on their turns. If a player has a mishap 
and draws another, he gives it to a player to his left without one. ‘All players’ mishaps hap-
pen immediately, even if given to another player. ‘You’ mishaps, given to another player, 
happen on his turn. If all players have mishaps, keep it and deal with it!

Terrible Mishaps
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For wave two you will remix the Battle deck. First, mix the special monsters from wave one 
back into the Special Monster deck and draw two new special monsters for wave two. Next, 
mix the six mishaps from wave one back into the Mishap deck and draw six new ones 
(repeats are okay). Reset all life tokens for the players and remove all their upgrades to be 
mixed back into the Battle deck, minus one 3-point gun, and one 2-point health pack. So, 
the total upgrades in wave two are: one armor, two 2-point guns, one 3-point gun, one 
2-point health pack, and two 3-point health packs.

Do the same as for wave two, but remove one 3-point health pack and one 2-point gun. So, 
the total upgrades included in wave three are: one armor, one 2-point gun, one 3-point 
gun, one 2-point health pack, and one 3-point health pack.

Do the same as for wave three, but remove a 3-point gun and a 2-point health pack. The 
total upgrades for wave four are: one armor, one 2-point gun, and one 3-point health 
pack.

>>Wave Two

>>>Wave Three

>>>>Wave Four

You win if all the monsters are defeated. You lose if all the bros are killed. If you want to 
feel good about your meager accomplishment, then you can quit while you are ahead. 
Too easy? Then it’s time for wave two! This game can be continued up to four waves. Each 
wave becomes more difficult by reducing the amount of upgrades in the Battle deck. If you 
actually survive wave four, you are truly bro-lific!

You Won or You Died!

Players play wave one, but win by total kills and upgrades at the end of the game. If a 
bro dies, his kills are halved rounding up. If all bros die, the game ends. The bro with 
the most kills wins. Upgrades are worth kills equal to their cost. A player doing a scout 
action keeps the card info secret. If a bhrost draws a Sacrifice Grunt, he must heal a mis-
hap. Use these mishaps: Gun Control, Blew Yourself Up, Kicked in the Nuts, Embargo, 
Social Justice Warrior, Gun Envy, Affirmative Action, Hot Coffee, and Privileged.

3 PLAYER: The first player draws three cards, not four. 2 Player/Tag Team: Both players 
use two bros and combine kills at the end of the game. 

COMPETITIVE MODE SAVE YOURSELF!


